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Time and Absence Reports 
Time Approvers and Human Resource Partners can use reports to help track information on 

workers or for their own purposes. Reports can also aid in delivering information to other 

management and administration personnel. In addition, reports can be run to answer a worker’s 

question regarding time data. 

Various reports can be accessible through the related worklet. For time tracking reports, access 

the Time or Team Time worklets. For reports related to absence management, use the Time 

Off and Team Time Off worklets. Additional reports are available by using the search function, 

and typing in the prefix of “RPT” in the Workday search bar. 

You can run a report on demand or schedule a report to run on a recurring basis. By filtering the 

information, you can easily manipulate the data that displays in your selected report. Options to 

export the list to Excel and print as a .pdf file are also available.  

ID # Name Request Description 

1T RPT Workers with No Time Entered Returns non-exempt workers with no hours entered for 
a given period.  

2T RPT Workers with Time Entered but Not Submitted Returns timesheets that have been submitted but not 
approved.  

3T RPT Time Exceptions for a Period Returns workers that have errors with their time 
tracking data by time frame (e.g. two simultaneous 
time blocks, more than 24 hrs. etc.). 

4T RPT Reported Time Status for a Period Shows the status of timesheets for a given period 
(submitted, approved, has exceptions). 

5T RPT Scheduled vs. Worked - Time Day Compares when workers clock in and out vs. their 
scheduled in and out times.  

6T RPT All Work Schedules for Worker Allows managers, Time Approvers and HR Partners to 
view their team schedules. 

7T RPT Overtime Hours by Org Returns all overtime hours for a given organization 
broken down by worker.  

8T RPT HGD & Lump Sum Audit Shows when Higher Grade Differential or Lump Sums 
have been applied to someone's time and for what 
amounts. 

9T My Team's Reported Time For Time Approvers, this report provides the hours 
worked by day for workers. 

10T Timesheet Audit Report For central users, returns raw data vs. edits made to 
time cards by day.   

11T Payroll Changes Unprocessed for Retro (filter for 
time, exclude benefits and comp changes) 

For payroll, provides Time adjustments for prior pay 
periods to ensure the impacted employees are 
identified. 
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ID # Name Request Description 

12T Unmatched Time Block Report Report used to alert Time Approver of unmatched 
time. i.e. workers who clocked in but did not clock out. 

13T RPT Holidays Only Holidays Only - The only paid time recorded for the 
person is the university holiday in the pay period. This 
is used to remove paid holiday as the employee will 
likely not be eligible for this pay. 

14T Workers with Simultaneous Check-ins An audit to find workers with multiple jobs who have 
checked-in to two or more jobs at the same time 
without the system stopping them. This is meant to 
prevent workers with multiple jobs from getting paid 
for 'time worked' simultaneously. 

15T Day of Week Analysis Last 12 months of time off for the worker(s) selected in 
the prompts. Shows the distribution of time by day of 
the week. 

16T RPT Resource Time Reported Previous Quarter Matrix report that takes all time blocks and groups 
them by job profile. The total hours are tracked based 
upon the previous quarter. Prompts: Calculated Date. 
Recommend removing from list. 

17T Workers Work Schedule Calendar This report shows all workers in a given work schedule. 

18T RPT Pay Calculations Results Earning-HR & Budget 
Partner Audit 

For HR Partners, this report returns the total hours, 
rate, and amount submitted on each position by 
earning within a pay period for your organization.    

19T Approval Needed For Time approvers, returns the Biweekly time cards 
that are not approved.  Supports alerts to departments 
for unapproved time and for mass approval.  Displays 
all Time Approvers for that organization. 

20T Late Arrival / Left Early Calculates the quantity of time the worker was late or 
left early. Report ignores rounding and looks at punch 
data. Only returns workers who have come late or left 
early.  

21T One Day Rest in Seven Returns workers who have clocked 7 subsequent days 
with the identified time week (i.e. Sunday - Saturday, 
does not cross weeks). Weekly alert.   There will also be 
a separate report to pull in all employees who have 
worked six days straight.  

22T Overtime_Trending_By_Month This report shows overtime broken out by organization 
and month. 
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23A RPT - Eligible Time Off Plan for Worker 
RPT - Time Off Plan Analysis 

Returns workers in an organization that are eligible for 
PTO accruals.  

24A RPT - Banked Holiday Audit Banked Holiday should be used 14/28 days after 
accrual. Provides the number of days since taking the 
banked holiday so balance can be zeroed out. 

25A RPT - Monthly Confirmation Taken 
RPT - Monthly Confirmation Last 12 Months 
RPT - Monthly Confirmation Last 12 Months for 
Employee 

Provides a list of months employees didn't complete 
their monthly confirmation report.  On each month a 
report will be scheduled to show who has taken the 
report.  An audit can be run over the previous 12 
months to show which periods the employee 
confirmed their time. 

26A RPT Time Off Balance with Cap Shows the max balance of PTO plans for the year. 

27A RPT Forecasting Absence Report For HR Partners and Time Approvers only, this report 
uses the prior month balance to provide a forecast of a 
worker’s accrual over the course of a period.  Doesn’t 
include any requested future time off for the worker.   

28A Time Off Result by Period Provides the accrual and time off taken for a prior pay 
period. 

29A Time Off Balance / Time Off Results Summary To-date balances for current period. 

30A RPT - Vacation at 80% or Greater Returns workers who are at 80% of their vacation 
accrual maximum. 

31A Time Off Results Summary Personal Holiday balance remaining. Generally run at 
end of year to remind workers to use time. When 
Completed combine with accrual for worker. 

32A Leave Results for Organization Displays FMLA entitlement, status, FMLA entitlement 
used over a period of time. 

33A View All Worker Time-off View time off requests for the current week as a whole 
without having to receive a notification or Inbox item 
for each and every one. 

34A My team's upcoming time off Returns upcoming Time off in the next 12 Months.  It 
can also be used to input a start and end date to 
determine whom in your supervisory organization has 
requested time off in advance. 

35A RPT - Time-off Analysis Review the requested sick time requested over a 
period of time   
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